
Take back full control over your organization's
identities and free yourself from phishing once
and for all.
Secfense Suite is a comprehensive solution in the area of IAM and strong
authentication. Organizations can fully protect themselves against phishing and
credential theft while gaining full control over identity and access management
within the organization.

Secfense Suite

Selected Benefits:

Use different identity sources (IAM) 
without changing the command center.

Secure all web applications: on-prem 
and those supporting the SAML protocol.

Users

Implement phishing-resistant MFA based 
on the FIDO standard throughout your 
company.

Or replace passwords completely 
and go passwordless with FIDO passkey.
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FIDO&passwordless transformation 
Are passwords ever going to be a thing of the past? 
Join a discussion of the people directly responsible for 
designing and implementing an open web authentication 
standard called FIDO, a standard meant to help reduce 
the world’s over-reliance on passwords.

Secfense. The fast track to a passwordless future.

Use Cases

Seamless migration between IAMs, in a completely controlled manner
administrator (and not forced by the IAM provider). With Secfense
organizations can migrate or simultaneously use such
solutions such as Okta or Azure AD / Entra ID.

Anti-phishing protection for key applications: Applications such as
OWA, Netscaler Gateway, Ivanti Secure Access (formerly Pulse Secure),
Cisco Anyconnect and Fortigate VPN can be made completely resistant
to phishing and credential theft.

Protection against zero-day consequences: Secfense protects against
zero-day consequences (such as an attack via a page with a form
login). This allows applications such as Netscaler Gateway to
gain additional protection and administrators valuable time
to patch newly discovered vulnerabilities.

Eliminate passwords. Organizations can secure all of them
applications and users with the same, strong, passwordless security
authentication offered e.g. by Microsoft
workstation security (Windows Hello).

Secfense provides comprehensive protection against cyberattacks, 
eliminating the risks associated with password theft and social 
engineering. Secure your organization today and enjoy
secure access for all users.


